Government Offices Blown Up By Land Mine—

**THE DAWN MINE**

**Terrible Explosion in Beresford Place This Morning**

**C. I. D. OFFICER KILLED**

Several Government Offices Blown Away—Premises Damaged

Tragically on the night of 1st April this morning, the sound of a terrific explosion reverberated all over the centre of the city, and it was subsequently announced that the head of buildings contained in the premises in front of the new Civil Service Building had blown to pieces.

A member of the C.I.D., Mr. P. T. Kelly, who was at the position, was killed instantly. His body was found in a jumbled state. The house in which he was located was reduced to a heap of ruins.

Our report is that the explosion took place in the Government Postal Office.

**POISON MYSTERY**

Coroner's Inquiry into Newport Woman's Death

**SONS' EVIDENCE**

Geoffrey A. Simpson, the son of the deceased, gave evidence to the effect that his mother, Mrs. Simpson, was in good health until the day of her death.

**PRISON ESCAPES**

Rail Destruction Continues—Signal Cabin Burned Out in Co. Kildare

While a party of National Guards were investigating a dump discovered in Kilcoo, Co. Kildare, a trap was set which resulted in the capture of two men, one of whom was the Signal Master.

**KILLED IN KERRY**

Five Members of National Army Victims of a Trap-Mine

**OFFICIAL REPORTS**

Two Dublin Men Amongst Killed Kerry Men

The following official report was issued:

Thirteen other men were killed last night in the Killybegs raid, and they are now in the hands of the authorities. The bodies were recovered from the scene of the explosion.

**CASTLE GUTTEN**

Damage Estimated at £1,000

**CAPTAIN WOUNDED**

Accidental Shooting at Rathcoole

**CIVIL CONTROL**

A number of the National Guards were injured.

**OSLA rejoice**

RECRUITS WANTED FOR RAILWAY PROTECTION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE CORPS (PROTECTION BRANCH)

RECRUITS will be accepted at Headquarters—WELLINGTON BARRACKS.

**CONDITIONS OF SERVICE:**

**ENLISTMENT**

For 12 months or such shorter period as may be determined by the Army Council.

**RATES OF PAY:**

3/- per day and 3/- per day Maintenance.

**DEPENDENTS' ALLOWANCE**

Wife £6 per year, and other children under 16 £2 per year.